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Excitement is building along the world as most well-known humpback albino whale named Migaloo
begins to make it’s migration north form Antarctica. The creatures that inhabit the oceans that he
swims through, have the full spectrum of colors- often in intricate patterns and advanced camouflage.
This unusual whale called “ White Fella” is the only one living animal that you can see from a plane on
the vast blue background .
Inspired by this vision, we created MIGALOO HOME design & manufacture studio to produce distinctive
new world’s wide visible projects. We explore the impact of design on entire environment and we take
an inspiration from nature. Leading by creative director Monika Blaszkowska we invented the quest for
innovation & enduring sense of elegance that goes beyond singular objects.
Enter MIGALOO HOME . A playful, provocative and prolific team of designers keen on challenging
the status quo.

Make your home come true.
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SNUGGLE

Wall lamp

Develop your child’s emotional intelligence by playing creatively
with the use of interactive wooden magnet owls from Snuggle wall lamp. The light was created in co-operation with child
therapists, speciallising in developing emotional self-awarness

that leads to self-reflection. Thinking over things that happened in order to find ways to make things work better next
time. Knowing more about how he thinks and how he comes across to others give your child a better sense of how to
face and work arround his challenges. Snugglw lamp, as a communication tool, helpes child learn form his mistakes
and begin speaking up what he needs.

SOMNOFENCE
FATIGUE

ANGER
NERVOUSNESS

CONCERN
UNCERTAINTY

joy
satisfaction
SADNES
WORRY

Catalog number:
Snuggle_01

Sizes:
lampshade 1130mm x 59,5mm
owls small 100-150mm / medium 140-200mm / large 168-240mm

Material:
Powder coated steel, wood

Optics:
LED opal

Lamp power: max 2,4W LED
Lampholder: LED
Voltage: 220-240V
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Street light

Wall lamp

Use your favorite matchbox cars for a wonderful game of police chase under the light of a crowded street!
A remarkable wall light, with wooden figures added, will allow your child to have fun playing and enjoying soft
night light. Designed to develop the spatial immagination of your youngest, it gives you the chance for interactive
fun and learn at the same time.
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Catalog number:
STREET_L

Sizes:

650mm x 338mm x 140mm

Material:
wood

Optics:
LED source

Lamp power:2x max 20W LED
Lampholder: G9
Voltage: 220-240V

L o v e and g i v e
an e x a m ple

Migaloo Home team is formed by ambitious and creative people, but also sensitive to the environment
in which they live and work. We are aware of the potential of our team – we want to use it by voluntarily
supporting the noble ideas. Therefore, every year Migaloo Home allocates 2% of the profit from
each lamp dedicated to children for the Gdansk Korczak Foundation “Love and give an example”.
Once a year we earmark raised founds to purchase specialized equipment stimulating the rehabilitation
and development of children.
The lamps have been covered with a neutral water-based varnish, secure for health and environment.
In water-based varnish the solvent content has been reduced to the minimum, thanks to which it does not
produce harmful fumes, does not irritate our noses, is safe for allergy sufferers and practically odourless.

